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OVER 20Q interested and concerned parties attended the March 2nd IMPACT
press conference which fea,t ured a discussion on the recent administrative
reorganization. PRESIDENT VIRGINIA SIDES. DEAN OF COLLEGE, EDWIN
WILDE; PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, ANN CALDAi;tELLA; DIRECTOR OF
AUXILARY ENTERPRISES. ROBERT McKENNA; and DEAN OF STUDENTS,
MICHAEL SWANSON fielded many questio·ns from a panel of student leaders
and from members of the audience. After the op'.e ning statement by Miss Sides
the questioning began. Much of the discussion was a reaffirmation of that
mornings' QUILL contained, yet the questioning on the reasons behind the

change continued. Lack of communication, improving c u rr ent knowledge of ,
·the college so better fundraising can be achieved and to getth ingsdone more
quickly, were just a few of the reasons why the decision was made. The
audience was split in their thoughts about the decision . Some thought that not
enough input was sought after prior to the decision ; others be lieved that the
decision reflected true leadership, while sJill others were basical ly confused .
Everybody had ·a week to contemplate what happened wh ich brings us to last
week's ~ress conference which is featured below:

Pres •.Sides Stands Firm On Decision
Says· No To Alternative~ Yes To SAG

mittees are on the chart, there are a only difference S1~es sees betwr : n
few areas missing . When asked _ the two charts 1s th at Student
why the Ombudsman , Mr. Harold Sen_ate _had the _Dean _,::..of A dPayson, was n.ot on the chart, Miss m1rnstrat1on on theirs and not on
Sides said,
"I forgot him."
hers. .
_ .
When asked where Career
President~ Sides told Student
Planning and Athletics were on the Senate why sh~ said ;;no" to their
chart, Miss Sides said . "I forgot corr:iprom1se this ~ay , Bec_ause. , in
them." __
my Judgement, 1t 1s appropriate. I m
not telling Student Senate how to
Compromise Offered
organize themselves ." She w ent on
M iss Sid.es js not the only one to say that, " I have not changed my
with anew organizational chart for position.-'-'. . Bob Gabordi and Greg
the -administration, Student Senate Delaporta, both of Student Senate,
ha s drawn Lip a compromise chart drew up the compromise chart. The
and has approac hed Miss Sides other area which Student Senate
with it. Sides comm ented on the may take their chart to is the Board
s-tudent Senates' c hart, " When of Tru stees.
Student Senate suggested a
A question fr om t he aud ie nce ,
compromise, I sa id I might or might dunng t~e confore nce, which aske_d
not ' accept t he suggestions." The- the president 1f other dec1s1ons wil l
be made wi t hout in pu t from t he
--, stu dents prompted Miss Sides to
answ er; '.' It d epends on t he
I'\ decision." She said that cer-•
tain dec isio ns "I wouldn 't dream ot
with o 1• t
st ude nts. "
m aking
" Reorganiza tion of personnel~ I
th ink , stud e nt input is inap propr ia te ." Depe ndin g on t he
By PHYLLIS JORDAN
different." Warner mentioni;d that when President decision, Sides sa id , stud ent input
And GEE AERTSEN
Carter took office he reorganized the federa l govern~ - could range from "100 % to 0 %. "
"! would like to say that there is just as much of that ment and that there was no great outcry over the
Conflict Of Interest?
(student participation in certain decision making) now changes. "I think that the 'same ought to prevail
as there ever was," said Mr. Harry Warner, faculty here. :.. We don't know whether the organizational
W.hen asked who would be
member of Roger _Williams. "The previous ad- plan is going to work. We may disagree with it but I Chairman of t he Budget ' Commi,nistrator, I'm refering to President Gauvey, was think we have to live with it."
mittee, President Sides said "M e,
certainly not noted for being responsive to student
Search Committee Member Speaks ·
~ because . the president has to
input. There was plenty of noise by the students and
David Gingerella, former Presidential Search submit a budget to the Boa rd of
very little attentiori paid to it by the administration. So Committee Member spoke with -the QUILL last week Trustees." She went on to say that
I think the students ought to keep that in their minds." following the decision to reorganize the ad- "I don 't see this as a conflict of
ministration. "Well, I think that you have to look at it
interest" instead she "sees it just as
He went on to say that the students
should weigh the input they have not ' from two points, for its face value and for its internal dollar signs."
in terms of what they would like to have because I points . If you look at it for its face value it will -make an
lncidently, a -preliminary budget
don't think they will get as much as they woulcHike to awful lot of sense. In other words, if you're not familiar for next yea r concernin g th e difhave but rather in terms of what they ever had."
with the internal structure, if you 're not familiar with ferent committees, organizations
Input Here Remains Same
the way things -have run before around the college and and groups of th e college was sen t ,
When asked if the trend towards student input is you look at it and you'll think - well it does work and out last .week. Some areas had to
decreasing at Roger Williams, Warner said, "I don't that is the way it should be. It is structured so that be cut because tuition would' be too
think so. Depends on what you mean -by input. If you everything is Jn its own place and everything looks high, according to Mr. Joseph
mean the students have a chance to simply 'sound- correct. But if you look at it from the inside point ol F;agan, Business Manage r. Last
off' certainly I don't think there is any less of that. If view, which I think I do have, it is a complete reversal
November, Fagan :'got the old red
you mean do the students have a chance to actually from what was supposea to have happened when _pencil out" and penciled out those
participate in making certain decisions which affect M iss Sides took over the presidency."
'
areas which were felt that could be
them, I would say that there is just as much of that
When asked to be-more specific, Gingerella stated,
cut. Hearings w ill be conducted
now than there ever was ~"
" Well, when we were interviewing presidents (canfrom the different areas under the
In reference to faculty input, Warner said, ''Well, I didates) we talked to twelve .of them ... and we asked
budget before a final budget list is
think the faculty, the way I've seen it go and its ob- them two basic questions. We asked, what do they
sent out later this Spring.
viously too early to make any concrete judgements, is feel as their role a-s fundraiser, and how would they do
When asked whether his abilities
that faculty will have more and more opportunity to be that. And what they felt the administrative structure · are going to be used to their fullest
heard on those matters which are of ,concern to should be, and by 'administrative structure' we always
with his present responsibilities, Mr.
them:" He went on to say that, "ultimately the included Mr. Rizzini and Mr. McKenna, and what their
Rizzini said that " All I can say is I'm .
decisions Will have tO be made by Other_ than the role WOUid be in the new administration."
I
going to perform assignments
faculty. As they always have been anyway:"
Miss S.ides Coming Across
given to me to the best of my
What's the Fuss?
"Miss Sides came across telling us that Mr. Rizzini 's
abilities."
Mr. Warner comme.nted on the recent position was very solid and that the role of the adMr. McKenna, Director of
i-eorganization -of the administration . "My general ministration would be basically what it was now. ·Mr.
Auxiliary Enterprises, was asked the
thoughts are that I can't see what all the fuss is about. Rizzini would run the college from an internal 1evel,
same question and he responded
In any organization, when a new leader takes over, he while she would be an external person - going out and
by saying," The only comment I
or she generally-restructures the organization to fit his talking to different people selling the college not only
can make is similar to Bill, I have
particular concept of what the organization should for funds but for publicity and for special" activities ... "
n"ew responsibilities and I assume to
~o ...,. I don't think, Roger Williams should think it's anv
To Page Two
·
~
fill them to the -best of my abilities."

President Dr. Gauveys' adBy GEE AERTSEN
ministration. It Was not the last
Editor-In-Chief
visit; the Lyons report critized the
with
organizational chart" Rizzini said .
Linda Park~r
Stenographer
Student Committe Developed
At last weeks IMPACT press
In reference to the current
conference,
the subject of
presidential- organizational chart,
President Sides' reorganization was
which was made last week an·d
discussed further _to tie up any
· distributed at the news conference,
loose ends left over after the press
President Sides has developed a
conference a week earlier. Student
student input committee which is
Senate along with Dorm Governentitled Student - Advisory Group,
ment. were there at the conference
S.A.G. This decision by Miss Sides
and they asked timely questions of
follows recommendations from
the administrators along with inLaJuan Dandy, a student at RWC .
- terested parties with in the
The purpose behind the group,
audience.
President Sides said, is "to see
what is on your (students) minds",
Former Duties: Not Similar
she went on to say that "We will
One admi_nistrator who was off
have to play it as we go." Sides
t he previous w eek because he was
working on his doctorate was ·in
attendence last week . Mr. William
Rizzini,- Executive V ice President,
' comm ented on his previous duties
at Roger Wlilliams; "I have had a lot
of titles." In the year . of 1974
through 1975, Rizzini was the .
Acting Academic Dean . In 1975
until November of 1976, Rizzini was
the Acting Vice President. During
the transitional year between Dr.
Guavey and Miss Sides, he was at
the helm of the .entire college. As of
November of last year, Rizzini
became the . Executive Vice
President yet this did not change
his responsibilities despite this
change in his title. Under the 'new
organization, Rizzini is, "returning
to the duties as of September, but
I'm not returning to my former
duties I had before ." Rizzini said
that if he was returning to his
former duties then his job would be
·Academic Dean. President Sides
commented that Rizzini, "retains
his same responsibilities, but the
purchasing responsibility will go to
the Business Manager" which is
Mr. Joseph Fagen . Earlier, it was
said that Rizzini was returning to his
former duties.
In regard to a statement made by
Dr. Edwin Wilde, Dean of College,
in the March 2 edition of the QUILL
which stated, "that the New
England Association, when they
evaluated ·us last time, indicated
that our administrative structure
was in need of repair", Rizzini
corrected-this statement by saying,
"At that time; we were functioning
under the Lyons report (a
management report abou.t Roger
Williams College), parts of which
were approved by the board. In the
management report, the 'institution
would wait and until the new
administration would take over.
The criticism was directed at former

,

commented that she sees SAG "as
a group made up of leaders of
appropriate student groups". An
exact list of who will be on this
committee must still be drawn up.
Other special attention groups
added to the organizational chart is
·a Committee on Retention and
Attrition. This committee will focus
on the reasons why people come
and go from Roger Williams in the
numbers they do. Mr. Rizzini will be
in charge of this committee.-- He is
also in charge of the reacreaitation
wh ich comes up once again next
fall. Another special committee is a
Negotiations Committee which will
deal with faculty whose needs
come up for consideration next
year.
Although -these special com-

Warner And .Gingerella
Express Their: Vi;e w s
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,.,erger Negated
Wilde Sees lnnovatie>n

different departments atJhe college
By GEE AERTSEl'J
should merge to strength ~ n the
Editor-In-Chief
"I'm never sure that if there was programs offered by the college.
much experimentation ~ere in the Wilde said, "I would prefer to think
first place," said Oean of College, tha~ they would be wise enough- to
Dr. Edwin Wilde, in a recent QUILL take a look at what opportunities
interview, "Depends ·on what you were in terms of various kinds of
mergers and would adopt them in'
, mean by the word experimentation.
If you mean experimentation like a in an intelligent fashion to make
scientist would us~ it, t don't think (them) stronger."
At a special joint meeting of the
it existed at Roger Williams College.
If you mean experimentation like . Fine Arts and Humanities .Divisions
we try some different. programs . on February 23, 1977, it was agreed
that other people are trying that are that a merger of the two . divisions
way out, then we did do some woyld not be in the best interests of
the college, according to the
experimentation" Wilde said.
D·r. Wilde spoke further on committee minutes.
A previous policy stated 'that
programs that existed here before
that
were
' innovative'. "The Humanities Division i n
"U.W.W.(University
Without principle, does not favor a merger
Walls) for ·example. I am very with the Fine Arts Division." Mr.
pleased that the institution looked Mel Topf, Humanities Co-ordinator,
at it and said that there are some stated in tpe February 23 minutes
substal'!tial problems with it and that the long range plan reduced
what they are doing academically the number of divisional core
wasn't respectable and that we requirments to ' one, and that a
better_get out." In the next issue of merger of the two divisions would
the QUILL there will be an in-depth reduce the nlimbe.r of student-seats
look at a dying program of Roger occu pied under • the new core
Williams at the Adult Correctional requirement.
·Some Are, Some Are Not
Institute which W!JS ~nder U.W.W.
When asked what effect the new
Humanities/ Fine Arts: No!
RAYTt'\EON donated a computer with a teletype to Roger Williams
Looking at the college on the Academic Plan w ill have on Liberal
College last week . Picture left to right are DR . PARKE, supervisor present level, Wilde bel_ieves . that Arts at Roger Williams, Dr. Wilde is
tor the compute r, and BPB MOITOSO, lab assitant, test the
comment was: " W ell, I think I don't
machine.

Workshop Is .S et Darkroom Developed

Pending approval by the
The special Subcommittee repo rt
resulted from concern about future
. Academic Council, an all-college
workshop will be held in May to
change s in the de mographic
eva lua·.e a Curriculum Committee
makeup of the student population,
repo •1 .en an integrated college and
both nationwide and in· the Rhode
tuition scheme .. Specific provisions
Island area, and from the desire to
for 'the growth of ·the .college, ! more fully utilize college facilities.
The workshop will involve all
utilizing present facilities , are
contained in the report.
segments of the college community
The . Curriculum Committee
in an in-dept h study of the report.
accepted the report, generated by Participants will use knowledge of
its Subcommittee on Experiential their areas of interest to shape the
and Life-long Learning ~ at a Feb. 22 study into a workable plan for the
entire college. O_utside consultants
meeting. The workshop proposal
was to be considered at an will also attend ths workshop in
Academic Council meeting late order to contribute their expertise in
yes.terday.
special areas ht study.

- - - ..r

see the plan· as being a negative
factor towards Liberal Arts at Roger
Williams College. I know some
faculty members who disagree with
me." He went on to say that, "we
have some faculty members· here
who when brought into Roger
Williams who were recruited for
Roger Williams with ~ ifferent
expectations than, say, other individuals were. We once had a·
Liberal Arts school on this ca mpus.
The_ Business and Engineering
.schools · were in Providence and
during that period of · time the
recruitment ·for faculty me~b~rs
were really for a different kind of
institution,'~ Wilde said. '
"Some people, in fact, might
reac,t negatively enough that they
could concievably look at other
institutions", Wilde said, " I think
this .is not an impossible situation to
, hypothetcally occur." He went on
to say, "That's not'an· unreasonable
thing to assume may happen. Other
individuals would be much more
positively oriented towards the
institution because this ~ has occured."
·
Dr. W ilde believes that,'- "It ·
depends on your perspective, what
your personal history was, what
you expected the institution would
be, what yQu were promised in a
sense. And then whett:ier you see or
hnw 'you see the academic plan."
Wilde _sees the plan , " moving
towards finally becoming a unified
philosophy for the institution."
As the QUILL attains t his
philosophy,_ , which is currently
being finalized , we will pass it along
to you .

By DEBBIE CRAVEN
equippeo for printing . The former
Photo Editor
closet has . been divided into two
In the beginning of the fall
levels: a lower level housing 6
semester, a pressing · need for enlargers in separate cubicles a
additional da rkroom faciiities was • storage 'area and sinks and cou~ter
voiced. As of February 25, _- t hat space. The upper --level · will be
need was answereEI with the final
utilized for cropping, cutting and ·
completion of the new darkroom.
additional storage.
The men's bathroom has been
The new darkroom is located in
converted into a film processing
the classroom building (near LH
A non·prot1 t gay weekly for women and men
129) and the appropriated space
room, complete with loading areas,
providing .._n ews. features. revi~ws. calendars
was formerly an A .V. closet and a counter space, sinks and. cublicles
guides. clas sifieds. anct much more to the ga~
community for more than three years.
rarely· used men's bathroom. The for drying film. plans were drawn up by Judy
In addition, President Sides has
All copies
Our subscribers'
se1itina
names are kept
Jacobs, the RWC photography allocated $1,000 for the purchase of
sealed
strictly confidential,
teacher and ·construC:tion began in
new equipment, .particularly new
no-peek
and ate never sold
envelope.
or used for
mid January.
·
enlargers. The new darkroom will
any other purpose.
The A.V. closet has been conbe for class use only and the old
. RATES:
verted to accomodate' a 6 station darkroom has been approRriated
Sample
I
enlarger multi-level darkroom, for the use of the Quill, Yearbook
12 Weeks $4.00
Copies 50¢
and Pl;loto Club.
25 Weeks $8.00
The \ construction of the new
52 Weeks $15.00
darkroom will alleviate the
scheduling problem evident in the · .Outside u:s. additional $3.00 postage.
past and hopefully set a precedent
for the future of photography at
GCN
,;-.;:,
RWC.
Dept. A ~
The official opening of the new
22 Bromfield Street
darkroom was noted by a small
Boston, MA 02138
ceremony.

gay

community
.. l)ews

WROG
·1s c ·o M_
ING
15.60 On Your AM Dial

THE PARKING LOT presente'd further headaches last week when the warm weather made parts of
the·lot a pool of mud, In some cases. it took 11 conservative effort just to move a small automobile.
Continu~d From Page One

Dave feft that President Sides' decision is a " complete
reversal" and that non-members of the search
committee "had any idea that this would occur:"
Says Gingerella, "We all felt that the administration,
the way it was held up now, was very sound and very
adequate. I think that everybody was satisfied with it.
We all knew we would have to find a new Academic
Dean, but besides that we all felt very comfortable
with the positions that we were in and we did not want
to have somebody come in and jeopardize those
positions. We thought the college community had
now gone over its crisis and we were not prepared to
have another one, which is forming now."
"When asked if he thought this decision ethical
Dave stated "Not at all, I think that what happened
was for some reason sh~ came in and she decided that
' well, she was going to play not only the external part

but the internal part. And she didn't want that known
because she knew the feelings that we had for the
internal administration.
Gingerella stated that he was not that f?miliar with
the rules for regu lations of presidential procedure but
he does know, " ...to do something _of this nature
you're talking about a ·f ine · line. The board, I don't
think can decide that line, they have to decide it now
bvt they haven't decided it, on whether she has that
ability. I don't think she did the right thing by doing it
without ~·consenting w ith the board. For th.e simple
reason tnat she doesn't know if it's legal, if she does
have the power to do this, because the board itself
doesn't know, the board itself has not considered it."
He also said that he thoy ght President Sides "ju~ped
the gun by . doing something and now almost
pressuring the board into saying we have to agree w ith
you now." Did she override the board? "From my
point of view, I think she did, yes.'.'

.
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IS,QUITE SIMPLY, / ·
''! THE 'BEST AMERICAN FILM
l'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"-~'."~~~:~~~by,
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Friday &
Sunday
8:00p .m.
LH 129

MARTIN BALSAM, RI CHARO BENJAMIN, ARTHUR GARFUNKEL; JACK GILFORD, BUCK HENRY, BOB NEWHART, ANTHONY PERKINS, PAULA PRENTISS,
MARTIN SHEEN, JON VOIGKT &ORSON WELlE SAS OREE OLE. SCREENPLAY BYBUCK HENRY PRODUCED BY JOHN CALLEY &MARTIN RANSOHOff
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Student Misplaced Bellybutton
By BRUCE ~LLEN
Feature Editor
Well, here he was, "psychic
entertainer" number three this year
at RWC and I'll tell you, they never
cease to amaze a crowd. James J.
Mapes, entertaining hypnotist and
hypnotherapist fascinated a rowdy
crowd of RWC students for two
and a half hours in the student
center last Friday night by revealing

the seemingly infinite powers of the
mind including E.S.P. Hypnotism
and post-hynotic suggestion.
He not only , mesmerized 15
people on stage but about as many
in the audiance to boot. Meek mild
mannered students were transmogified into the likes of Tarzan, a
ballet dancer, the worlds greatest
kung-fu fighter and rock singer, a
pesky panhandler for the Salvation

'America·' Saluted
anzious to experiment with her
By LISA WEISS
teen-age son's marijuana.
Staff Writer
Several -of these skits were indeed
The Coffeehouse Theatre echoed
with folk-rock guitar strumming portrayed well, but it may have
and good harmonious voices as _been the construction of the play
Russell Fedoriw and Rick Ney (alias that stifled some of the actors' best
Smudge and Smear) presented the acting abilities. Through many
Coffeehouse
perpre-shoyv to· "Scenes ·From previous
American Life", the play performed formances the talent among the
cast was exemplified, however in
last Saturday night.
~ ·scenes From American Life", too
·~scenes from American Life", a
series of miniature character skits many of the cast members seemed
by A.R. Gurney, Jr.; tur!"ed out to to carry an unfortunate emotionless
be ...well let's just say .. .it turned out expression. This may have altered
the play's total success.
to be.
The smooth and natural acting of
The entire play seemed to be a
salute to America through it's Richard Cameron and Susan Meta
various stages of time, from the Thompson, alol'ig with a few of the
1930's right up to the future. From other cast members, served as the
the typical housewife. soliciting for bond that "held the whole thing"
money to save the community's together.
Elm trees, to the typical housewife

o ·uill Plans For FaU
Next Fall, as we see it, the Quill
will be made up of about two
people - more or less. Current plans
call for the two to transcribe the
Quill by hand and pass it from
student to student. This new
format will allow a maximum
savings to the college.
•
The only problem forseen is that
with only one copy being shared by
about 1000 people ... we are
currently seeking a permanent
press news print. (Pun -not intended
intentionally).
The Quill is NOT facing a
temporary manpower crisis.
The Quill WILL face a pe~
manent and total lack of
manpower. Virtually all Quill
editors, reporters. writers, will
graduate this Spring. Those of
us remaining are considering
b.ecoming 'ambassadors of
good will' to Oganda - advising
ldi Amin on ethics - in lieu of
attempting to produce a weekly
newspaper next Fall.

Army and there " was even a back to age five in successive steps
competition for the world's greates~ every five years. Each time she
stripper. He had people on stage wrote her name on a black board it
passing around an imaginary joint regressed, until it was the scraw of
getting high {"Bombay Black, $195 an infant. Later, Mapes told us that
an ounce. It get you where·· you hehas taken people back to ·the ·
want to go ...~'), somebody chasing . womb as a part of therapy. He has
their belly button that was skidding also taken patients back to times
across the floor and ·a student indicating reincarnation, but
gleefully squeaking her "rubber doesn't believe in it himself.
nose".
Some students after the show
An interesting segment of the questioned the ethics of making
show occured when Mapes took an
"fools" out of people Qn stage and
RWC student from the age of 20 the frightening power that' one can
obtain by utilizing hypnotism. Mr.
Mapes tried to make sure that
things stayed in control at all times
and assured the volunteers that it
was all in fun. He also stressed the
By JOHN P. C.ANAVAN
idea that nobody will do something
Wynot, SC (CP) An unidentified that he ~r she really doesn't lll(ant to_
man barricaded himself in his
mobile home today. He is unarmed
and no one is .paying any attention
to him.
Boston, Mass (CP) After-a two year
study on · the causes of ancer,
scientists here have announced that white mice will cause cancer
when injected into laboratory
animals. The FDA is considering a
ban on all mice until further study
has been conducted.
Hensapeckin_,- Kansas (CP) A
L:iberian oil tanker, carrying half a
million gallons of Nigerian crude,
went aground and broke up on a
dairy farm five miles outside of this
tiny farming community. _The
captain of the ill-fated tanker was
not available for comment but a
crew member was overheard
asking a reporter; "Kansas!, Is that
near Seattle?" Farmers in the affected area r-eport ,that -their cows,
after eating oil soaked hay, have
started giving gasoline instead of
milk. "They're a four legged gas
pump!" stated one irrate farmer.

·News From
All Around

IMPORT Auto REPAIRS
Located At The Dupont Center
VOLKSWAGON Parts and
Repair· Specialists

RWCSTUDENTDISCOUNTS!

15 Gooding Ave. Bristol 253-3121
,-

437 Hope St.

Bristol
Cameras by
CANON
FUJI
MAM/YA

Classifieds

Alte'r

.

Phot·o World

The only other alternative is
to expect at least 30 students,
out of a student body of 100() to
be willing to pledge four hours
each week towards publishing
the Quill. Since all positions,
with few exceptions, are
opening we might expect a rush
of students · interested in. .
shaping the Quill the way that
they want to.
ANYONE INTERESTED in
If any student is interested, either
playing bridge once a week,
in publishing the Quill or in our
exoous into Africa, contact us in ' contact Jim Miller in Unit 7,
rooryt 0707, or call 3164.
the Quill office.

Payments

do under hypnosis.
Mr. Mapes stated that he first
became aware of the mysteries of
the mind at age seven when he
accurately predicted the day of
death of a close relative. He
became interested in hypnosis
when he went to a clinical hypnotist
to lose weight and stop smoking.
He now heads his own·mind control
and hypnosis center in New York
.City and has authored two books
devoted to the subject. He claims
hypnosis can cure over weight,
smoking, sex problems, hang nails,
"You name it." If Mr. Mapes face
looks familiar it is because he has
appeared on such television
programs as Star Trek; Mission
Impossible, Mod Squad, Gunsmoke
and Bonanza.

Used Cameras and Lens By
MINOLTA
PENT AX

Chemicals
Accessories
Developing

DEAR GINNY. Come on riow,
its really dealing with personalities, isn't it? . signed,
concerned!

LIZ-I watched Diana Ross the
Steve Bielo, VA Counselor has
other night like you said. She
announced that applications for the
has changed her style! Is this an
Rhode Island statewide Veterans _ indication of whats to come?
Bonus, which was approved by
signed F.N.
referendum in the November 1976
general election, are available in Bill
MARCH25-Happy 33 AnKelly's office in the administration
niversary! W ith love!
building. Kelly is the college's VA
officer.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BEN!
A veteran is qualified for the
bonus ·if:
(1) the veteran served in the
Final arrangements are being
made with lawvers in moving the armed forces ot the United States
Roger
Williams
campuses, between August 5, l964 and ·
Providence and Pawtucket, to La August 28, 1973,
(2) the veteran resided in the
Salle Academy ir Providence.
Executive Vice President Rizzini state of Rhode Island af least six (6) ·
stated last week that "We finished months prior to the period of
all . arrangements, we have an service.
(3) the veteran served for a
agreement meeting soon to draw
up the lease' (with · La Salle period of at least six months and
Academy)" He went on to say that one day during the period, and
(4) did not receive a Dishonorable
"We hope to sign the lease by the
Discharge
end of the month."
Kelly adds that the applications
Rizzini said tnat the evening
summer school will continue at the must be notarized, submitted with a
current Providence campus on Pine copy of the veteran's DD214 form
no later than June 30, 19n.
Street.

Zoom Lens
Straps
Belt Buckles
Paper ,

Darkroom Rental
Reasonable Rates - Complete Facilities
Stop in and Browse

Student Discounts

Rizzini
Finalizes

*

ARPO'

Of .NeWport

Continued From Cover.
instructors. "This wo.uld seem to
require the hiring of 5 to 6 ' new
faculty members to teach the
additional sections." The other
alternative "is to take teachers from
the English ~(perhaps even History)
Department to teach these additional
sections ... "
thus
eliminating several course offerings
available to History and English
majors.
The question was mo'1ed and the
plan was adopted 42 ·to 7.
.
Tuition Goes Up
Other business discussed by the
Senate was a budget report by

John O'Gonnel, Natural Sciences Division. O'Connel said that due to
the nature of the fiscal situation at
the college "tenatively, the tuition
will be involved in a considerable
raise." O'Conriel later elaborated
upon the word "considerable" a~
"'a couple of hundred dollars,"
presumably per student beginning
next Fall. Mr. Robert McKenna
Director of Auxilary Enterprises,
shed some light on the funding
. problems with the Nike site (the
North Campus). "Two years ago
we could have had the site for
$8000.00 ... due to a· delay on the
_part of the town of Bristol and the
' See Page Seven

T.HIS WEEK:
_Johnny & the
Luncheonettes
Next Wednesday: College Nite

with Sweet Pie

Downing St

846~2948
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Just Give Her Time
Perhaps some perspective is in order concerning the
reorganization of the administration of the ~ollege by Miss Sides.
First it must be said that the President is the head of administration and does most certainly retain the right, indeed the
responsibility, to make such ,changes as she sees necessary
towards the maximum benefit of the institution.
Secondly, this particular in.stitution has been conspicuously
without any sort of positive administrative. leader~hip, with the
exception of the 'crisis interventionism' of Vice-president Rizzini,
for the past several years._
Lastly, the personalities involved in ttie administrative
reorganization - Bill Rizzini and Bob McKenna - have been ot
inestimable value both to the institution and to the students.
The Student Senate, assisted ' largely by the RWC 'class of 77'
those students prl}sent during the Gauvey years, reacted
emotionally to the reforms as proposed by the President. It ·would
_have been better if the Senate and many students would have
identified the issues as emotional and had acted accordingly.
Jhat is to say that discretion in this case· would have been the
better part of valor had the student organizations approached the
two esteemed and much loved administrators from the emdtional
standpoint, for example, the payment of an official student tribute
to the two, instead of assuming a negative stance toward the
- current administration.
The perspective being : give the new P.cesident a decent chance
to prove her administrative AND fund raising abilities. This college
has a pqrticularly long roa'd to travel academically and administratively. Support cannot be unilateral, it must be forthcoming and continuous from every facet of the . community
whether there is political agreement or not.
Differences of opinion must necessarily help to shape college
policy directions and goals - it must never be allowed to stultify or
stop them altogether. The college needs harmony and leadership.
The harmony must come from within.

All Letters To The Editor are welcomed by the QUILL editorial ·
board. The length of each letter should not exceed 250 words. We
reserve the right to edit material only for space, libel and/or slander.
All letters must be typed and double spaced in 60 spaces per line and
turned into the QUILL office by Friday.

SPRING visited Roger Williams last week. Many were 'undecided on either to enjoy the warm spell or
to study. Some found a pleasant medium.
,

Draft·Scheduled TO Return
Once again young men (peihaps
women this time) will have to 'face
the damnable issue·.! The - Pentagon has pointed out that the
'volunteer' Army -has failed.
Congress is - expected to; enact
legislation which will reactivate the
Selective Service· System. _
. THE DRAFT rs· COMING-BACK!
I am reminded of my own draft
dodging days during the Spring of
1970. The major objection at that
time was a moral one; whether or
not one who was required to serve
a c.ountry r:nilitarilly could object to
that service upon the grounds that
the government was engaging in
.morally questionable foreign activity.
The audacious Supreme Court
gave the legal answer
a
resounding NO! One could not
legally object to a particular war,
instead only thos.e who held moral

Substantial Commission
Contact : Bill Alicandro
Home 846-0244 Office 255-2200 .

-

- By JIM RAINEY
For many students commuting
by car and bus to Roger Williams,
the problems can be complex and
expensive. Depending on the
distance a commuter travels, these
problems,can range from bridge
tokens, bus tickets, parking tickets,
flat tires, dead batteries, snow
removal, vandalism, just to name a
few.
·
Students taking a bus fromProvidence or Newport enjoy a

[
Publi$hed Weekly in Bristot
by Student Publl9ations, . lric~
Undergraduate newspaper published for the students of
AW~. Bristol. A.I. It shall be organized to provide a news

service to the student body. It shall also be considered
legally autonomous from the corporate structure of
.Roger. \/l{illiains CoUege as it is supp"orted totally by the
st~dents through the student activity fee and outside
advertising revenue. In this sense it must be responsible
onl~ to the ~tu~ent body of . Roger WiUiams College.
Uns1~ned editorials represent the views of this paper.
They do not necess1jtrily reflect the opinions of the
faculty, administration, ot student body as a whole.
Signed. editorials, columns , reviews and letters
represen·t the personal views of the writers.

Staff Artist-Santo DiGati. Paul Guillotte
Writers·- Stephen Wend, Lisa Weiss, KinQ James
Weyant, Stephanie Fox, Meredith Coia . . Bill Winter •
Gary Miller , Mel Tabor, Karen Tobia, Mark Smith,
Dottsie Baker. Marpie ·cavaliere.

Phot~graphers-Armand !eixeira, James Volk, Derrick

Wa~hmgton, Bill Geraghty.

·

the fact that he held Americans
virtual prisoners in Uganda. for four
days.
Is the government truly ethical? I
propose that American domestic
and foreign policy is not structured
along strict moral or ethical lines,
and it will not be in the forseeable
future. The seemingly ethical
actions of the President and the
Congress are post-Watergate vote
guarantors.
If Carter and the Congress were
truly concerned with "things
moral" then more than 'disgust'
would . have been expressed
towards the anti-human actions of
Idiot Amin, and the Congressional
pay raise would not have passed so
easily.
When the draft comes back, as it
surely will, the question: is the
government willing to be ethical or
truly morally responsible?

Inherent Problems Do Prevail

THE QUILL needs
AD REPRESENTATIVES

Editor-in-Chief · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · ·Gee Aertsen
Business Manager · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Bill Alicandro ·
Managing Editor . ........ .. ....... · . ·;· E'u gene Coulter
Feature Editor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Bruce Allen
Sports Editor · · · · .-. · · · · · · · · · · .·. · · · · · · · ··Ben Hellmann
News Editor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Wally Argo
Photo Editor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · Debbie Craven

reservations against ALL .wars
would be permitted to legally object
and become exemmpted . from
military service.
Other govermental agencies ·
responded also - largely the tyrants
w ithin the Nixon administration and ·
mainly through the agencies of the
Justice Dep_a rtment - also morally '
questionable. The result was the
country's first real military defeat, a
nation torn emotionally apart, a
half-generation of largely unappreciated sometimes scorned
veterans, and another halfgeneration of young .exiles.
The new President, Carter, is
pursuing a moral line in American
foreign policy as concerns Eastern
Europe. The US Congress has
adopted an official code of ethics.
AND ldi Amin is maccacring
-thousands of innocent Ugandan,s,
along racial lines·, not to mention

1

discount ticket arrangement which
takes some of the pressure off the
commuter who has a limited
budget.
By the same token, student
drivers ·would welcome a discount
to get over from Newport.
However, the students who own
cars have inherent problems. First,
the Nike Site Parking lot is poorly
guarded, secondly, the lack of care
of said 'parking lot is questionable.
Thirdly, the path leading to the

North .Campus is not µroperly
cleared so in inclement weather, it
becomes quite dangerous.
Since there is roughly 850 dorm
students -and 1640 commuter
students, the attitudes towards the
latter seem to make sense. What
could have been wiser was to move
the soccer field down to the edge of
the Nike Site and expand the
regular parking lot to accomodate
more vehicles.

Lett~ to &dita't

J
·Em barressm·ent Is-Felt

Dear Sirs;
In conclusion I believe this
.I had never felt embarrassed to conference represented - a combe a student at RWC prior to the bination
of over-reactionary
press conference of 312177 emotions, a tinge of spring fever,
regarding a power shift in our and a surprising amount of student
administration. Due to the sen- motivation for the wrong cause~ (as
~ational a~d bumbling method of usual) . As for the people who feel
interpretation presented in the Quill oppressed by the new power
by the Student Senate, and a certain Head Resident Assistant I
was much chagrined that the
conference even took place .
· For the last few years Roger
Williams College has desperately
needed an intelligent and eff.ective
top administrator at it's helm. ' Now
possessing such an individual, are
Dear Editor,
we to question a minor change in
Oh, politics, the reallocation of
the power structure set up and resources. Alas, some on campus
maintained by "ghosts" of Ralph are not mindful that the right by
Gauvey? .. .I think · not. In other ~ontract to "restructure internally"
institutions
newly
elected is . ~ccompanied, by nature of
presidents usually bring their . own politic~, by the ·responsibility to
people for some executive positions explain,
courteously,
the
and avoid .problems such as this. In .· reasonable need for that action.
this case the transition was made as
One does not expect to be ac:
painless as possible for . an already cus~d . of
having ."political
_wounded college. These persons m~t 1 vat1on" or a~ "em.otio~al
caught in the middle knew tneir - att1tude ... because friends· in high
positions were temporary, but now places have been removed" simply
fight to retain their power given to because one. asks why such and
such is. Is 1t unreasonable that
them in .a time of stress.

structure, T.S. and welcome to the
world of real politics. I personally
, look forward to the continuation of
such well thought out and c:i ·
fectively executed changes an, ; · ' a
stronger and better Roger Will1dms
College.
Christopher Krenn

students find concern and ask why
structural changes in the administrative hierarchy are deemed
. ne.cesspry?
If students cannot expect a
courteous answer to their qu~tions
and must meet with redeness, so be
it! But ask their questions they will!
As a fellow student, I applaud their
patience and good manners, and
preparedness.
A lesson well tal!ght - by the
students.
Ann Ficorilli
Member of the Student Body
more Letters"Page Five
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Multi-Purpose Center. Needed .
By STEVE KLARFELD
In every college there not only
has to be good facilities for studies,
but there also has to be a well
developed social structure that
provides the students with a good,
environment fn order to live
comfortably.
There is approximately 1700 full
time students and at least half of
them don'~ even show at a main
event which is a pretty bad turnout. In the last 3 concerts however,
the social committee made money
for the first time. In the three ·events
the attendence ran up to 1400
people. Th~ re was at least 30 % of
the people that didn_'t even belong
to the college that attended . There
has to be at least 450 people in
order to break even. Why is it hard ·
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR, BILL ALICANDRO. booking to draw more people than 500?
One of the .reasons could be the
events for Spring Weekend. Says Bill • ."Sometimes I think this
one activity building, we do have,
phone is a permanent fixture to my head."
.

1teaJ4 ~Ue/a

AN OPEN HOUSE will take place this Sunday, March 20 at ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE between
- 1 p.m. and 5 p.m . It is expected that many area high schools will be present this Sunday to meet informally witli students, faculty and administrators. Campus tours, academic exhibits, theatre' performances will be offered . All are welcome to attend . .
SENIOR CLASS NEWS: There will be a meetrlig of the senior class TOD~ Y, Wednesday March 10 at . ·
1:00 p.m. in the Bay Room. Be There!
ALL CAP & GOWN forms are due today, if you have not
turned yours in, see Pat Hogan in the .A.dminis_tration Building .
LORING STUDIOS is here todayin the Snack Bar from 11-1 for_final proof selections.
_ COMMENCENT ,BALL will be held on Friday, April 22 at the Sheraton Islander. These and other
items will be discussed in further detail at the meeting today, ALL seniors are urged to attend!
JEWISH SOCIAL CLUB: All those who want to explore the idea of a Jewish Social Club, and those
woo expressed an-interest last semester, should-come to a meeting at 3:00 p.m. in CL 106.
FRIDAY, MARCH 18; 19n students who may be interested jn positions as Medical Sales
Representatives will have an opportunity to meet Mr. Charles Pelissier from the Burroughs Wellcome
Company. Any RWC student who would like to be interviewed may register with the Career Planning
Office. For more information, contact the Career Planning Office: ·
·

the st'udent union. • Is this the only The student activity fee at twenty
place where the • students could dollars was lowered to $12.50 and
"hang-out' ' besides . their room or now back· at the original fee. In the
some wooded area on the campus, interview with Bill Alicandro, he
or maybe near-the bay? T-his is the states that "there should be a total
cause .of - our so called "suitcase ' re-evaluation of the ·criteria-through
college ", this name has been which certain clubs are funded their
arou-nd for a while. According to money." There is twenty tive clubs
Bill Alicandro, Social Committee ' at which none of these clubs get
Director " The school needs a multi- less thpn $200. Some of these clubs
purpose campus center with more can be joined together to save
buildin~s for better activities _.,,
money. Some of these clubs have
not even proved theirselves. The
students need more money to
obtain better interest and pride of
their school.
The school is in definite need for
A bard of · fiction visited Roger money to build more buildings and
Williams . College on March 3. to obtain better activities for the
Ttior:nas Williams, a professor of social aspect of the college.

WilJiams
·visits

Creative Writing at the University of
New Hampshire, spoke with interested parties in lecture tiall 130
last week..
Mr. Williams arrived to find that
the seats in 'the . lecture hall were
fHled to their capacity with eager
listeners. Situated in front of this
anzious audience, Williams read the
first three chapters of his novel
called the Red Barn. Later on into
the reading, a long 1:1uestion and
answer period was held between
Williams and the eager audience.
One of the questions from the
audience sponsored Williams to
comment on being a writer in
todays ma.rket. He said that it is the,
" in thing for todays market", he
went on to say thatthe rewards are
great for any author who does get
- his work published.
Mr. Williams was the winner of
the 1975 National Book Award for
his novel Th e Hair of Harold Roux.

TENNIS COURTS: Chairman of the Board of Trustees of RWC, Judge Thomas J . Paolino, in an
exclusive QUILL interview, revealed that "F riends of the college have guaranteed the funds for th e
construction of tennis courts" on the Bristol campus. The Judge hopes that construction will begin
this Spring and that the courts will be completed "as soon as possible."
FACULTY FORUM : The Faculty Forum is held in the Bay Room of the Student Center. It is an informal gathering of facu lty members, administrators, and students where faculty members share their
experi ences with the audience. · '
Two weeks ago, Dr. Bart Schiavo spoke for 45 minutes about his recent excursion to _Israel. Dr.
Schiavo put forth information that is seldom covered by,.--the national press in an interesting, informative -fashion.
Professors at the college have expressed their dismay that students do not avail themselves of the
opportunities to gain new types of exposure whic h are offe red by the wide range of topics and liberal
format of Forum gatherings. There w ere three stu dents present at the discussion on Israel.
The faculty forum is a·n other outlet for knowledge and education at Roger Williams and "students
are encouraged to attend, " says Schiavo who is disappionted that more students do not participate in
this activity.
·
ROD AND REEL CLUB: A~yone interested in codfiShing! There a ~e two head boats in Point Judith
now fishing . The Julie C and the Super Squirrel are sailing Wed nesday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Reports have been pretty good. (8-10 cod per Angler.)
ROD AND REEL CLUB : The club is now holding its Spring Raffle . First prize will be a seven foot
custom made Rod along with a Diawa Spinning reel. The Hod has some of the newest grip and handle
features available. Second prize also a seven foot rod built at Erickson Bros. Sport S)lop with a Diawa
spinning reel. Third prize will enable the holder a free trip aboard the Rod and Re el club flat Fishing
Carrier, which w ill be in April. Tickets w ill be sold by club members at $1.00 each. The drawing will be
held on April first at 2:00 in the Science Pod . For additional information contac t Mr. Peter Randrup' or
Buzz Billik .

aontaet:
Mr. William GTandgeorge

Student Travel Office
~

c/o Theatre/Arts Buildg
368

HARRIET BRADFORD .,_
COFFEE SHOP
"Char-broiled Foods
11

Open Fridays ti/11 am
Sat-Thurs till 6 pm .
423 Hope St.
Bristol

~,ster .,..~

WANTED : Poetry, fiction and photographs for th.e next Aldeboren. All entries _must be submitted by
A ril 1 in the mai lroom. _
your club desires to be funded by
the Senate for next year, you
.should begin organizing your
. constitutions and budget request
courses at Roger Williams College immediately, and submit them as .
Dear Editor,
are of a high standard . To my fellow soon as possible, but under no
I recently received · word that
engineering students ·1 can only say . circumstances after April 1 for
have passed the E.l.T. test for the ·
the knowledge is there if' you want constitutions and April 8th for
State of Rhode Island. I wish to
it. To my teachers I say THANK budgets. NO CLUB WILL BE
state that I feel a debt of gratitude
YOU for helping me further my FUNDED if it fails to meet these
toward the School and toward the
goals' in engineering .
deadlines.
Engineering Division in particular. I
You may leave your constitutions
Sincerely,,
found the E.l.T. test very difficult,
M. Hassan Zaza and budget request in the Student
but· the background given to me
Senate Office, lower level, Student
and the yepe of course that was
Union building. If you have any
presented in Statics, Dynamics and
· questions, cell the Senate Office at
Strength of Materia ls was of a level
255-2352 or 2932.
that I was able to pass. The co-;T_t1ank you for your time and
fidence I had in my teachers mace
assista nnce.
me feel that I might pass this difGregg Delaporta
ficult test of engineering ability.
Parliamentarian
Although this test covers a very
To All Club Chairmen, Members
Marla Rowe
wide area, the quality of the
,
and Advisors,
Treasurer
presentation of these basic courses
A_ccordi.ng to the constitutional
made it possible for me to score
req uireme nts of the Student
well in these areas.
Senate, in order for a club to be
I have also learned that I have eligible for fund ing for the next
been accepted for graduate study academic year, each club must
in Aeronautics and Astrnnautics at submit for approval a copy of the
M.l.T. (Massachusetts Institute of club 's constitution by April 1 and a
Technology) . I feel that this shows budget request by April 8th, 1977.
that the teaching and engi!"eerin~ . _ This letter is to remind you that if

Preparation,., Is Proper

Side Door Saloon
Beer
mixed
drinks .50
Tops
1.00
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is
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Delicious ·
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Clubs
•

Definitive new 8-page guide lists over 150
highly-reliable charter flights to Paris, London,
Amsterdam. All low-priced. All on major airlines.
All operated for the academic commuriity by a
leading student travel organization. No age requirement. Reservation form included.
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tJ\O\..\..~

tJ\p.cG~

Every Monday Nite

•

Beaver Brown
BRADFORD ST.

BRISTOL

second . half as they moved past possibilities. Meanwhile, Western
RWC erased an early 13-4 deficit
Western New England 73-59 in the · . New England grabbed numerous
nd beat Bridgewater coundly by a
8·64 score in last home game of . final game of the regular season. offensive rebounds for tip-in
Hawk rebounding was practically baskets. The H·awks had to settle
he season.
nil during the first half. This gave for ineffective outside shooting, as
Bridgewater looked swift and
Western New England the· op- ·Western New England's collapsing
;trong in the early going before the
portunity to set up their defense so defense proved tough for the
~awks cranked up their _offense.
RWC
fast
break Hawks to handle in · early going.
'Cheese" got the team going by ·denying
langing in shots from anywhere on
~he court. Toward the end of the ·
iin·t half Kevin gave "Cheese" an •
::-f'.2nsive breather as the two
p1.;yers combined for 24 poin_ts in
the first half. Led by "Cheese's" 16
points and Kevin's 8 points in the
half, the Hawks assumed a 40-33
lead at halftime.
At the start of the second half the
Hawks went into a stall offense .
Bridgewater was helpless "tis their
defense could not penetrate the
Hawks superior passing and ball
handling ability. Three and a half
minutes into the second half
: Hennenberger recieved a fine pass
under the basket all alone for the
first points of the half. Bridgewater
amde many mistakes on their end,
as their offense seemed hampered
by the Hawk stall offense strategy.
Midway through the half th,e
Hawks were extending their lead
getting excellent positioning on
defense forcing Bridgewater into
many offensive fouls. Due ta. the
turnovers, the Hawks turned on
their fast break once again and ·
assumed a 50-35 lead with 12
minutes remaining in the game. In
the final stages of the contest,
Bridgewater failed to come any
closer than nine points as the Hawk
defense also sparked· their offense
denying a Bridgewater co.meback.
Kevin led all scorers· for the
Hawks with 24 points. "Cheese"
KEVIN "HONDO" WYNNE passes off against Eastern Connecticut
added 22 points to aid in the
in late season action. Kevin was the second leading scorer on the
winning cause.
team, only "Cheese" made baskets more often. "Hondo" besides
According to coach Colluchi,
averaging 14.5 points a game, also aids under the boards with his
"We played a good half," Luckily
aggressive play.
for the Hawks that half was the

The Hawks held on to a slim two
a 18-6 overall record .
The basketball season ended on
point advantage at halftime at 3331 . RWC came out hustling at the
a sour note, as the Hawks lost to
Hawthorne in the first round of the
start of half number two. Also the
Hawks began positioning them- NAIA district five playoffs~ 1-52 . It
selves under the boards which as in just goes to show that you ca()'t
the past helped crank up the win them all.
Hawk's tired offense. Moving well
This defeat for the Hawks was
without the ball, and passing to the the first for them since a January
open man provea a successful 22nd loss to New Hampshire
College .· Before the loss to
combination as RWC began to pull
away midway through the second
Hawthorne, they had complied a
half. The Hawks would run through
ten game winning streak .
their fast break, or patiently pass off
Hawthorn~ won the game on the
and wait for an opening for a clear foul line_. Each team had connected
on twenty field goals. However.
jumper. Openings were discovered
Hawthorne hit on 21 of 39 attempts
in the names of Wynne, Hennenberger, or Hiteshew., At six
from t he line, the Haw ks managed
minutes to go the Hawks held a 17 only 12 of 21 attempts. making up
nine point difference in the final
point 60-43 lead, and it was all over
for Western New England but the
score . The Hawks w ere held to their
final tally.
lowest point total of the season due
The ·Wester 11 ['J,e.111! . _f ng ~apd, to a superb Hawthorne defense.
· crowd frantically called upqri their · · RWC fryin~fto ·follow 1hat'exarnple,·
team to pull it out, but their team, succeeded only in getting into foul
battling down to the wire, couldn't
trouble. Ed Morris, Bob Holford and
relinquish control of ~h..e , game f•orn .. '>~'{ii) V'jyryrye f~ule~ o~'. do':"'n the
,
home stretch.
'
'. .
the Hawks.
Kevin "Hondo" Wynne and Bob
Kevin Wynne led Hawk scorers
with 14 points. Hennenberger was
·Hennenberger led Hawk scorers
the only other Hawk player in
with 16 points apiece. "Cheese"
also helped the cause by .scoring 14 · double figures with 12 points. RWC
points; 10 in the s:econd half Hawk
finishes the 1976-77 season wi th a
!?Urge while sparking the Hawk
fine 18-7 record. Members of the
offense.
team look forward hopefully to
RWC finished the regular season
another season just as successful
with a 10 game winr,;ng streak and
next year.
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A Real Fun $oot
Anthony Road

Portsmouth

683-36()\;

We Are Happy·
To Have
RWC Students
As Our Guests

At
THE RAMADA -

March 16-27
MANY APPEAR disappointed with the past Hockey season, with their final record standing.at 5-11-i.
However, three of the Hawks teatting scorers will return -next season. These hockey players are:
Charlie Berthiaume, Keith Gemmel, and John Maloney. These men will return next seaso'n in the
hopes of turning that record· around.

Hockey

'

~inisheS

By RICK ELIOT
Sports Writer
The · 1976-77 . hockey season
turned · out .to be discouraging for
the Hawks as they were defeated in
their last two regular season games.
On Saturday February 19, Roger
Williams closed .out their home .
schedule by losing to Nasson 3-2.
Then on Thu_rsday March 3, the
Hawks. capped the lid on a 5-11-1
season by dropping a contest to
Fitchburg State 7-3 in the beautiful
Wallace Civic Center in Fitchburg,
Mass.
Action was heavy in the Nasson
game as the Hawks got play rolling
early in the first period by scoring
after only one ·minute and eleven
seconds. Keith Gelnmell took a
crisp pass from Charlie Berthiaume
· and laid a wrist shot, low past the
goaIi es outstretched pad and . into
the far corner making the score 1-0
in Roger Williams favor. That was
to be all the scoring for the first
period _<_!~ R.W.C. goalie Jay O'NeiL

'-EWIS
&·
CLARK

Season

thwarted 18 Nasson scoring opHawks came charging right back
portunities jn, preserving the Hawks . just a minute and twenty seconds
slim lead.
.
later as Chariie Berthiaume hit for
The second period belonged to his twentieth goal of the l?eason
Nasson as their close defensive with Nasson down two meri in the
checking limited the Hawks to just penalty box. This narrowed · the
6 shots throughout the e_ntire score to 3-2 but the Hawks with
period while managing 18 more of their vain attempts, could do
their ow~. Jim R(:lgan took_ a feed :nothing to tie the score. Roger
from Chip Pramer and tied the Williams goaltender Jay O'Neil
scoremidway through the period at displayed fine form throughout the
9:12. Jay O'Neil never let up once entire game, fending off 55 Nasson
as he sinQlehandedly kept the scoring bids in all. The game ended
Hawks in the game by making wi.t h Nasson the victor 3-2.
several 9utstanding saves from
Next season carries brighter
point blank range. Nasson could hopes and outlooks .for Roger ·
manage only one more gQal as Jim Williams as they will try ' to improve
Tobey put them o.n top to stay 2-1, on a disappointing 5-11-1 final 76at 14:35.
'77 record.
In the third period Nasson inThe final top four scorers for
creased their lead to 3.-1 as Paul R.W.C. stand:
Armour netted a goal at -7:41. The
----------..;;;..------------------------~----Assists
Po\). ·
Points Yr.
Goals
So.
Charlie Berthiaume RW
16
37
21
Se.
John Crouse ·
LW
18
28
10
Fr.
Keith Gemmell
16
c
27
11
So.
John Maloney .
RW '
5
12
7

Friar Tuck Lounge·Dancing Fri & Sat
Country Kitchen oJ)en tili 2AM
Biggest Night Club in A.I.

'
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"Cheese" Elected 'Player
Of The year'
.
"

/

most as a player "Cheese" said,
Holloway· likes RWC better than
"Vic Colluchi. and Hector Massa
his former college (Georgetown)
helped me a lot. The coach came to
· becaose, "RWC is smaller, it
me to talk things over, things I had
reminds rrie of my high school
which was small. I feel RWC is a , to do for the .team to have a· good
season. Once practice started
family oriented school." ·
things came together. Also more
When asked how he felt about
pressure was' placed upon · me to
the end of the season "Cheese"
deliver. All the players on the team
:. replied that "I feel pretty good. Our
helped me a great deal, but Ed
last game we had a bad night. It
Morris and Bob Holford in parwas hard emotionally to get up for
. the game, we had already beaten ticular helped me the most. Both
that team twice. It was a great are great people, always trying to
help everyone they can around
season overall. I was happy to
participate in the RWC basketball campus."
When asked how his year of
program. Met many nice people at
ineligibi~ity effected his play,
RWC."
·
"Cheese" answered, "I · think it
When asked to comment on Vic
Coll~chi as a cqach "Cheese" personally hurt my basketball
replied, "Vic was a g~eat coach !~is _ game. It set m~ behind a yea r,, but I
year. One coach working alone is a mentally took it in stride. I just
hard job. Vic really helped J<eep the waited for my turn to come, when it
team together. I don'.t believe. we did I tried to · respond to the
would-be18-7 -.i fit .wasn'tfor .. Vic, pressure. At the . time I wasn't
sitting out alone. Hennenberger
also
push the
was out with an ankle injury; and Ed
As to how the team ·got along, Morris had also just transferred, so I
Holloway responded, "The team wasn't sitting out alone. Everything
'
'
r.eacted like ·a family. Of course came out in good shape."
Concerning plans for the future
Sporting the only predominately during the course of the year there
freshma n.' team and the smallest were some minor problems, but as "Cheese" says that, "I want to try
team represented, ·t he R~ger a· whole we were great! Thirteen the school radio station. Then if
Williams College Sailing team made guys got together and . did their , possible 'to become a radio an' a very solid showing last week at thing as a whole for the Basketball nouncer, a sportscaster in some
aspects."
the Coast Guard Academy in New team."
London, Connecticut. '
_
Asked about who helped him th_Ei_
The event was the Flying Junior
lnv.itational sailed at the Coast
· Guard Academy. The competitiori
was very intense throughout the
two days of racing, with winds so
shifty that even the most seasoned
veterans
were
occasionally
frustrated.
The Sailing team cornpeted
against such collegia\e sailing
powers as MIT, Tufts, and Yale.
The RWC "A" boat with Dave Kurt
skippering and Bill Kopelchek
crewing showed good speed while
taking certain races from Coast
Guard "A", URI, Yale, and Babson.
The RWC "B" boat with Gerard
...-·
.
Corneau at the helm, and Steve
Bracjfate crewing, came alive on the
second day of competition, taking .,
Brown and the Coas.t Guard in
consecutive races.
The results of the first day was
One Mile South of Mount Hope Bridge
RWC coming in 10th out of 11, .
edging out Babson College with a
point total of 161 out of 198 points.
(Low score wins.) Coast Guard was
the winner with 52 points. On the
i;econd day, RWC finished last in a
field of six teams with 62 out of 72
points.
.,.
The team's next competition will
find them sailing .against other
freshmen and hopefully a higher
finish for the developing sport at
RWC
Alonzo "Cheese" Holloway,
point guard for the Roger Williams
Basketball team, was recently
named Small College Player Of' The
Year. . In an interview with the
QUILL, "Cheese" · gives his
basketball background.
"Cheese"
started
playing
basketball in elementary · school.
Then he joined a Boys Club where
"People wer.e basketball oriented."
According to "Cheese," "With
these . people around, I discovered
how good I was, and took
basketball more serjously."
"Cheese" came to RWC
because, "I wanted to look into a
fine arts P.rogram, drama in par~cular. This would · give me
something for the future in case
basketball falls through. ·In · that'
case- a Drama degree would be .
something to fall back upon."

·1·
·
G
•
_
S
. a I ·tng a I ~ S -~~t~~rt~~~
.Exper·•Ienc e .·

~e1pe?

1.e5:==============-: ·=========ill

ALON ZO "CHEESE" HOLLOWAY bec'ame the first RWC player to
be named Small College . Player Of The Year. "Cheese" has also
made th~ division 2&3 Senior All-Star Team. They will play the
division 1 All-Star Team Sunday, March 2oth. Holloway vyas also
named MVP of the Mayflower conference. Averaging 18 points a
game during the season, "Cheese" led the way for the Hawks in
scoring and generating ·the offensive flow.

Swimming loses 64-57 ·
Roger Williams College Swim
Team travelled to New London,
Connecticut to compete against
Connecticut College in the final
meet of the season . .
RWC came out strong and lead
in the meet after the first 'three
races. It looked as if the Hawks
might take home the first lll(in of the
season. Yet, Connecticut College's
competition took first place finishes
in the final two events. This left
RWC on the short end of a 64-57
defeat.
First places were taken by Tim
Czapraski for both the 200 and 50
yard freestyle; Roger Wilson for the
100 yard individual medley and Bill
Smith for the 100 ·yard freestyJe. ·
Donna D'gostino showed Con-

necticut College that the Hawks
meant to walk away with a win if
they could. -Her form, swept her to
a first place finish · with her best
point showing all year. Strong
showings were also placed by Jody
Sherman and Ann Gagan who' both
registered their .best time of the
year.
According to Coach Pete
Randrup, "the team is really
beginning to go plac!}s. Thanks to
the efforts of He~tor Massa in
getting us a place to practice and in
helping us over the rough spots of
organization, we can look forward
to an even better season next year. .
Administratively, we've done all we
can. It's up to the kids now."

,

BRISTOL FERRY ROAD·
PORTSMOUTH R.I.

Home Made Pizza

....

Spring Baseball -Schedule
'

Wed. March 30th .
Sat. April 2nd
Sun April 3rd .
'
•
Thurs. April 7th
Sat. April 9th
Wed .. April 13th
Fri, April 15th
Sat. April 16th
Tues. April 19th
Sat. April 23rd
Sun April 24th
Wed. April 27th
Mon. Ma,y 2nd
Sun. May 8th
I

'

.

r

(

.

Away
Home
A.way
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
,,Home
Home
Home
Away
Awav

Continued From Page Three
subsequent ·damage of two years
the site will .cost $220,000.00."
McKenna made it clear that this
came about not "as a result of poor
planning on our part."
.
.
·
Tribute Disc·ussea
Dr. Topf introduced a motion
that it be recorded that the consensus of the. Faculty .Senate -did .
not favor the creation of any public ··
/'

,...

1:00
3:00
1:00
. 1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00 1:00

-

Barrington College
Bryant College ·
Eastern Conn.
Mass. Maritime
Hawthorne College
Western N.E. College
Castleton St. Col.
Nasson College
Bryant College
U.M. Presque Isle
. Thomas College
R.l: C.
Eastern Naza·rene
S.M .U .

I
tribute to Dr. .Ralph1
E. Gauvey. "
Much discussion centered around
this proposal. Many professors
were not willing to preclude the
possibility of -a tribute to Gauvey by
a future faculty, after "things had a
chance to cool down." It was
pointed out tha_t Gauvey did
contribute much to the college
durjrig his long tenure .as presldent
of RWC* and that perhaps the

2
1
2
2

games
game
games
games
games
games
games
games
game
games
games
games
gmaes
games

2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
.

.

Plain Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Chourico
Onion
Mushroom
Pepper ,·

·3~Way Comp.
2-WayComb.
House Special

N.Y. Style.Cheesecake .

~

problem was that "he had held the
job too long for any one man.''. ·
Topf's motion was amended ' oy
adding the phrase-"at this time" to
the end of the statement and was
passed 35 for, 7 against, with 10
abstentions. Pres[deni Sides addressed the assembly concernin9
her reorganization of the administration. Dr. Wilde adjourned
the meeting.

Open Daily
1.1 :30 a. rn.
'til 1:00 a~m.

1

-Entertainment
Wed-Fri-Sat
8:30 'til 12:30

CalJ Ahead:

683-4490
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Player Of The Year
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Draft Comes Back
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Bellybutton Misplaced
See Page 3

Merger Is Negated
See Page 2
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By EUGENE Cb ULTER
Managing Editor
The
Faculty
Senate ,
the
governing body of the faculty at
Roger Williams College, met in two
sessions on February 24, and again
on February 28. At the first session,
the faculty formally adopted the
!,long · Range A'cademic Plan after
few minor amendments.
The plan is the product of two
years of work by -the Academic
Council. The main body of the pl~n
establishes a compulsory Major and
Minor academic program to be·
undertaken by each student
\ matriculated at RWC beginning in
the Fall of 1979.
First Time In History
According to Dr. Schiavo, RWC
Social Sciences Department, the
µIan establishes "for the first time
in the history of the institution, T 1he
Roger Williams College Student."
The plan will create this "student"
through implementation of both
Major-Monor programs and new
distribution requirements. ·
Beginning in the Fall of 1979, all
entering stu,dents will be required to
take Jne course in Functional
Writing and one course from each
div isiorJ of the college. Career Major
stude nts ;
t: nt;ii 1cer i 11g,
Ar ch itecture, Business, Management,
Etc; will be encourage but not
requ ired to minor in the Liberal Arts
and Libera l Arts Majors will be
encouraged hut not required to
minor in the Career Field s.
Plan Without A Phi losophy
Or. M nlvyn f' opf, ~ l11 m;:initi es
An~ a Cl1ordinn tor, oxpressP.d the
ho: t th ;i t " i h;,.; is 1)~>sh 1Hi a lly ,1 plan '
111;it h •Jll l .i 111iiln:;ophy ," .. 11,•ssino
i i H ! pni ! ii. th.·11 1 h1; ·; t.::hnt) !' ::; nffici.t l

'

TO Pi.\GE TH REE

philosophy of education has as yet
npt been develop~d . Topf also
..urged the faculty to accept the plan
only upon the contingency that
financial, and
administrative
support would be forthcoming .
The President bf the college
responded with a mild retort to Dr .
iopf's 'contingency amendment,'
saying that "if yo·u (Faculty Senate)
adopt the plan, then the administration is committed to the
plan. de facto ."
As concerns the lack of
phifosophy, Dean Edwin Wilde
explained that "l.'Jhen I first came
aboard I noted that progress on the
Plan was well under way." Wilde
continued by saying that he .
determined to complete the job
already started; ie, the Plan. Wilde
expressed the hope that when the
philosophy is completely developed
that "the two (A c:11demic f'lan and
Philosophy) will gel."
Concerned f,>rofessors Air
Views
A few professors noted other
misapprehensions about the plan.
Dr. Sctiuyler, History Department,
· wondered if the faculty would
retain the ability to make future
modifications. Wilde respond ed by
saying that "once ati opted by the
Faculty Senate the plan woulcl
become school policy."
A cc ording to Dr. Joshua Stein,
also of the History Department, the
Plan prest)nts "great dangers in
many areas." The ·potential d·anger
"to majors in English or History''. is
vf'.ry rea l. Stein points out that the
pl<in ca lls for the creation of many
now sections o f Functionct l Writing
thus tost ,1blish'inq J 1wcd fnr more

S·o m e Teachers Are
'Not Contented

ACadem ic' Plan·~Adopie,d
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